
What is the best venue for SMI to present the 

new ERGON series of secondary packaging machines? 

Brau Beviale, of course.

In Nuremberg we will be showcasing the new SK 800P ERGON shrinkwrapper equipped with the 

optional device to work in dual lane. 

This new packaging machine series by SMI is the outcome of a two-year R&D project that led to a lot 

of innovations in terms of automation technology, ergonomics, robustness and modularity.

Just to mention a few technical improvements of the new ERGON packer exhibited at Brau: 

� new rounded design: the safety doors are rounded and are equipped with a slow down hydraulic system 
made of a damper. This solution prevents the 

operators from any hazard related to doors closing, 
and helps protecting the machine frame from 

impacts

� easy-access energy saving motors: thanks to 

the new design, all of machine motors have 

been located in a more accessible position, 

from the very inside of the packaging 

process devices to their external frames, to 

enable easy maintenance operations or 

spare parts replacement

� threaded bars protections: all of the 

changeover format bars are embedded in an 

extruded metal structure, preventing any 

deposit of product or dirt, thus avoiding the 

bars to malfunction

� motorized film reel: each reel is equipped with a brushless motor to control the unwind of the 

film to enhance the unwinding precision

� heavy-duty tensioning system: controlled through a piston, it has longer endurance than spring-

based solutions. 

We look forward to meeting you at our Brau Beviale's stand 503/Hall 7A and to showing you the many 

more benefits of the new ERGON line of packaging machines.

Thank you for your attention.

Warmest regards.
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